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Pyramids are usually considered to be a large tomb - the tomb where Egyptians buried their rulers - 
the Pharaohs. The pyramids are indeed most characteristic sign of Egypt, but they are found also 

on all corners of our globe and on other planets. So that cannot be true. 
 

A PYRAMID is an ANTENNA that can receive or transmit signals (ENERGY). 
It is a kind of reservoir of cosmic and terrestrial energy that creates a special energy field in which 

different substances change their properties. 

  

 

  

The room version of MERKABAH consists of two equilateral pyramids which are placed in opposite 
direction. The space between the two pyramids connects earth and cosmic energies and balances 
feminine and masculine principle. It creates a neutral FREE ENERGY field that can be used for a 

specific purpose. 
The energy can be used in meditation for manifestation, protection, cleansing and for raising the 

level of energy and consciousness. It supports all our projects and events ... 
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The Functionalities of Pyramid and MERKABAH  
The PYRAMID and MERKABAH energy fields have a holistic effect on our body while at the same 

time having a beneficial and stimulating effect on our brain. 
 

Room Pyramid and MERKABAH supports us at: 

 energy cleansing and body protection, 

 helping the body to cleanse and regenerate during our daily energy hygiene, 

 feelings of happiness, love, peace, gratitude, harmony, vitality, 

 personal and spiritual growth and in raising collective awareness, 

 harmonizing of the relationships in the family and broader, 

 energy purification and increase of energy level of water, 

 energy purification and protection of food, plants, animals, crystals…, 

 increasing the energy level of food, seeds…, 

 energy protection and cleaning of the rooms, 

 harmonizing the space to make it comfortable and enjoyable for living, 

 in protecting rooms from the negative radiation of electronic devices, terrestrial 

networks…, 

 Supporting business premises, especially when working with clients. 

   

MERKABAH – Carriage of Light 

When working with MERKABAH, we MANIFEST and make true our wishes and intentions  
and thus we PROGRAM FREE ENERGY. 

 

When we slowly reach into the Merkabah space, we can feel the 
energy. Some people feel the heat, the tingling, or some other 
sensation in the palm of their hand, others feel the movement in 
their whole aura. 
The automatic process of harmonizing our energy field begins 
immediately. This vibration also directs us more clearly to a sincere 
intention that in many cases goes to the core of the problem that we 
want to solve.  
The desire or intention is realized through water, crystal, food or 
other objects that are placed in the space of the Merkabah.  
It is enough to put the object for ten to fifteen minutes to Merkabah 
for the imprint of correct information into the object. 
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ELECTRONIC MERKABAH - Electronic Carriage of Light (ELC) 
Electronic MERKABA is an upgrade of the basic MERKABAH. It is intended for those who are more 
familiar with bioenergy, supporting bioenergetics and other healers in energy work with clients.  
In addition to the described properties of the basic MERKABAH, the electronic PYRAMID and 
MERKABAH enable: 
 creating a resonance effect by changing the electromagnetic field in MERKABAH*, 
 creating a sound treatment effect by changing the sound frequency*, 
 by changing the frequency across the chakras, the colour spectrum of light also changes, thus 

creating the effect of chromotherapy* or colour therapy*. 
 

These effects are achieved when we sit in an electronic PYRAMID or when an electronic 
MERKABAH -  carriage of light - radiates and shines into space. 

 

1. Operating mode: MANUAL or AUTOMATIC 
2. Operation - Preset frequencies for: 
 PHYSICAL BODY 
 ENERGY BODY 

o UP - from the 1st chakra to the 6th chakra 
o DOWN - from the 6th chakra to the 1st chakra 

 Support in calming and meditation 
Preset are 10 different frequencies for pain relief, influencing 
the energy body, creating a pleasant mood, awakening of 
our intuition… 

3. Possible setting of operating time from 1 minute to 10 minutes 
4. The colour spectrum of light also changes according to the 
chosen programme, chosen chakra or other chosen support. 

WORKING WITH MERKABAH 

1. Before working with MERKABAH, we must respectfully ask the energies of MERKABAH (spirit, 
master…) to allow us to work with it. 

2. We must express in our minds a sincere INTENTION WHAT WE WANT. 
3. Put the object onto the disk in MERKABAH. 
4. Select a colour that feels right. 
5. After the work is done, THANK to the energies of MERKABAH. 
When working with MERKABAH, we should never wish ourselves or others something 
negative! When we do work on behalf of others, we must always have their consent. 

EXAMPLE 
1. Please the energies of MERKABAH, allow me to work with you. 
2. Please MERKABAH, allow me to put a glass of water in your 

energy field. 
3. I put a glass of water on the disk in MERKABAH. 
4. MERKABAH energies I ask you to fill a glass of this water with 

energy that will help me cleanse and regenerate my body, and take 
away the pain in my right knee. 

5. Based on my intuitive feeling, I choose the colour of the light using 
the remote. 

6. Leave the the glass of water for a while, e.g. 15 minutes, in 
MERKABAH. 

7. MERKABAH thank you and we take the glass and drink thewater. 
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TREATMENT IN THE PYRAMID 

The primary purpose of the treatment is cleansing, regenerating and starting the process of self-
healing of our bodies, chakras and auras. The whole meeting and treatment takes a good hour. 
 

The treatment includes: 
1. Short introduction and discussion. 
2. Recording AURA with a Kirlian camera, which involves scanning all fingers of both hands. 
3. Checking the status of aura and chakra, diagnose and selection of therapy in the pyramid. 
4. Therapy in the pyramid can last from a few minutes to 40 minutes, depending on the chosen 

programme. 
5. Recording of the Aura after the treatment and new checking of the status. 

    

Testimonial of a person who has been using the (CL) Carriage of Light over a longer 
period of time. 
 

We need to know that large and small pyramids have a similar affect. 
I choose an CL because it allows me: 
 To regenerate drinking water from a tap and program it for body regeneration or for personal 

healing. I drink freshly vitalized water early in the morning and several times during the day. 
 To increase the energy level of fruits and other food left in CL overnight, food remains fresh for 

a longer time and does not deteriorate. 
 To clean the crystals and jewellery that I leave overnight at CL. 
 If I put a larger crystal of quartz in CL and turn on the light of different colours, I can increase the 

favourable radiation + E into the space around CL. If I put the CL itself in the center of the room, 
I can improve living and working conditions because CL neutralizes the harmful radiation of the 
television, computer and other appliances in the apartment. 

 If we stay close to CL, we can feel the beneficial effect of the positive energy it radiates. 
 When CL is placed near to bed, we can ask a question before falling asleep and we get an 

answer during the night in a dream or when waking updo. 
 

I wish all of you who are testing the benefits of the pyramids many wonderful moments and 
interesting experiences.  
Linda Š.Č. 
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